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“FOS is dedicated to providing the public with insight into Climate Change” 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

The Friends have been active over the last six years in questioning received wisdom regarding 
anthropogenic influences on climate change. We have in consequence suffered abuse in the 
media, on University campuses and even in the House of Parliament. But now there are signs of 
vindication: 

• Global temperature data collected over the last ten years have shown a pronounced decline
in value. This despite a steady increase in ambient concentrations of CO2.  (A detailed 
discussion of these data is presented later in this newsletter by Ken Gregory.) 

• Because of the current recession World leaders have to do more due diligence in the
manner in which they allocate resources to “combat” global warming. This is encouraging a 
closer look at climate science and reduced commitment to emission reductions. (A more 
detailed examination of this issue is presented later in this newsletter by Albert Jacobs.) 

• A recent report released by the US Senate has documented the names and works of 650
scientists who now openly question the positions adopted by Al Gore and the IPCC on 
climate change 
(http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=4fabcdd2-
6567-4c62-8e5b-2a1411df5804). Such dissent will encourage the examination of climate 
science. 

Most Canadians subscribe to the view that anthropogenic emissions are resulting in global 
warming. But according to a survey conducted by the Frontier Centre for Public Policy an 
overwhelming majority of Canadians nonetheless believe that causes of climate change have not 
been fully identified or that the debate has been settled 
(http://www.fcpp.org/main/publication_detail.php?PubID=2386). 

Our attempts to organize an actual meeting of scientists to discuss the various aspects of climate 
change have been frustrated by the alarmists. They beat the drums but refuse to defend their 
message. These are the very people who want us to spend resources based on the validity of their 
views. David Suzuki, for example, has suggested that those who question his position should be 
placed in prison. Professor Andrew Weaver simply refuses to defend his views in open debate 
because he finds no one worthy to question his views.  

We know that the first sign of a weak argument is the attempt to shut down ANY argument. 
Climate sceptics who question the rarefied complexities of the pioneer science of global warming 
are routinely subject to ad hominem attacks. The tone is insolent and ignorant and the rhetoric is 
not accidental. It is a taste of the attempt to foreclose debate.  

We need people to undertake the difficult task of sifting the real science from alarmist advocacy, 
who will draw the boundaries between climate activism and cold analysis, people  who will present 
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a statement of the case, as close as reason and science today can make it. Are there such 
people? We believe that there are.  
 
There are many efforts that the Friends would like to pursue in an effort to galvanize people who 
care about science, empirical evidence and strenuous debate. We would for example like to 
undertake a cross Canada radio campaign to provide listeners with alternate sources of 
information than are available from news media such as the Globe & Mail or the Calgary Herald. If 
we were to allow ourselves to dream big we would opt for television commercials. They would be 
arguably much more effective but prohibitively expensive.   
 

      Douglas Leahey  
 
       President Friends of Science 
 

 
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

 
The past calendar quarter culminated in the Poznan Conference. This most recent one in the 
series of travelling UN environmental monster meetings was meant to unify the position of the 
member states of the European Union in anticipation of the full UN meeting in Copenhagen in late 
2009, where the successor to the Kyoto Protocol would be agreed on. The result of the Poznan 
meeting, - insofar as known at this time of writing – equals that of its predecessors meetings in 
publishing lofty commitments which are weakened by exceptions and the provisions of loopholes. 
Everything will now depend on a review in 2009 of the Copenhagen talks and on the participation 
of the US and China. In fact, as in previous conferences, very little has changed. 
 
The EU, now consisting of 27 states, has become a group of great diversity and conflicting 
demands. The diversity is reflected in the EU’s actions on environmental matters. Very few 
countries are even close to fulfilling the commitments made under “Kyoto”, which has its term 
ending in 2012. Aims for bigger binding reductions in CO2 emissions have gone by the wayside 
and reduced to 20% by 2020 and 50% by 2050. This may be achievable by a country like France, 
which obtains 80% of its power requirements from nuclear facilities. On the other side of the scale, 
Poland gets 80% from coal. “Dirty” coal! The same goes for other ex-East Bloc countries. Not only 
is it physically impossible for a country like Poland to change infrastructure that fast, but these 
countries cannot afford the luxury of doing so. The Poles have been joined by the Italians who 
would see their substantial manufacturing industries suffer if they would have to adhere to such 
“carbon” reductions. They  have both threatened to exercise their veto if their feet were to be held 
to the fire. In the end, it seems that Italy’s PM Berlusconi has succeeded in emasculating the 
agreement to the extent that he could sign it. Poland has also received concessions. 
 
Less wealthy countries are finding much sympathy from their richer brethren. Chancellor Angela 
Merkel, when President of the EU in a prior term, was such a champion of the carbon dioxide fight 
that she was christened “die Klima-Königin”, but this week the London Times calls her “Frau Nein”. 
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She told the top-selling Bild newspaper: "It must not take decisions that would endanger jobs or 
investments in Germany."  And added: "I will make sure of that." Coal mining capacity is being 
increased and the windmills are proving to be more trouble than they are worth, as saner minds 
had long predicted. 
 
It is not just sympathy, as it becomes very clear that German industry, the key performer in 
Europe, would have to scale back and relocate its manufacturing arm to Asiatic countries.  The 
European carbon trading scheme will have the effect of making the Union uncompetitive in 
international markets. 
 
In Britain things are actually much worse. After one Milliband brother set the stage for a serious 
British conforming with Kyoto requirements, another Milliband has now taken over in a One Two 
punch, when the first one was promoted to Foreign Minister. He said : “The scale of the popular 
movement and the force with which activists and agitators deliver their arguments is key to the 
success of any future international agreement to tackle climate change. We need the utopians and 
we need the agitators”. I’ve heard that before:  Houghton, Schneider, Stewart. 
 
The British public has been warned to expect job-losses, utility price increases, and much higher 
taxes.  
 
To all of this one should add the effects of the general economic downturn, which has changed the 
environmental focus to that of just staying alive, fed and warm. “Poznan” has not succeeded in 
achieving its aim of an agreement on binding carbon reduction levels. 
 
I have focussed on the European scene, because Europe has always been the flag bearer and 
leading example in the fight against AGW. Of the other industrial countries, unenthusiastic Japan 
will not reach its targets and in Australia new PM Kevin Rudd is coming face to face with the 
consequences and seems to be losing his initial enthusiasm. The important news from Canada is 
that in the turmoil of the last few weeks no one mentioned the presumed environmental priorities 
at all. 
 
That leaves us to devote a few words to the President-elect of the United States. Mr Obama has 
said all the right things about the environment that a candidate would say. Not being a scientist he 
may actually believe it. But so did Mr Rudd. So did Dr Merkel. Obama has said that he would not 
agree to targets without the participation of China and India. Democratic party pressure is high on 
him to deliver more than Bush did. Greenies everywhere have their hope on him to for the same 
reasons. Obama is looked upon by all to save the world from itself. In the near-bankrupt economy 
of his country will he get his priorities right? 
 
Tune in to next Report Q1 for 2009 for the answer to that question! 
 
Albert Jacobs         
Past Director, FoS 
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TEMPERATURE DATASETS 

 
There are four main datasets used to monitor changes in global temperatures; two analyses of 
satellite data, and two analyses of surface temperature data.  

 
Global temperatures have increased during the period from 1970 to 2002. The fact of increasing 
temperatures during this period tells us nothing of its cause. It is the position of the Friends of 
Science Society that the warming during the 20th Century is primarily due to various types of 
radiation and fluxes of the Sun, rather than CO2. All indexes show decreasing temperatures since 
2002 despite increasing CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere, but the satellite records show the 
most temperature decrease.  
 
The satellite temperature data is derived from microwave sounder units (MSU) on National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellites. The satellite data is 
analyzed by the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) and Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) to 
produce global lower troposphere temperature records. The two analyses differ slightly due to 
different methods of accounting for satellite drift and inter-satellite differences.  
 
The surface temperature indexes are provided the Goddard Institute of Space Studies (GISS) and 
the Hadley Centre Climate Research Unit of the UK Met Office (HadCRUT3).  Over the land 
region, about 3000 monthly time records from surface temperature monitoring stations are used. 
Over the marine region, sea surface temperature readings from merchant and naval vessels are 
used.  
 
The following graph shows the global temperatures from the four datasets from 1995 to October 
2008. The satellite data shows the temperature of the lower troposphere from the surface up to 
about 8 km. The land-marine data has been adjusted to the same base period as the published 
satellite data, being 1979 to 1998, such that the monthly average of each dataset over this period 
is zero degrees Celsius. The average of the satellite data shows a best fit linear trend temperature 
decline of 0.28 Celsius per decade from 2002. Note that the surface measurements show higher 
values during the graphed period (1995 to 2008) even though they were scaled to the same value 
over the base period. The GISS data in particular show a significantly higher temperature than the 
satellite data, especially during the last few years. It shows a temperature decline trend of only 
0.11 Celsius per decade from 2002. 
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The greenhouse gas theory utilized by the climate models predicts that the troposphere should 
warm faster than the near surface temperatures in response to increasing CO2 concentrations.  
The fact that the predicted warming of the troposphere is absent from the observations indicates 
that either the theory is wrong, or the measurements are wrong. The above graph falsifies the 
climate models in two ways: 

1. All temperature indexes show declining temperatures since the peak in 1998 while 
CO2 concentrations continue to increase.  

2. The long term trend shows less warming in the troposphere than the surface. 
 
Both of these points are contrary to model predictions. It is illogical to simultaneously believe that 
the surface measurements are accurate and the models are correct. 
 
Surface measurements are plagued by serious quality control issues and the urban warming 
effect. The number of land stations has declined by over 50% since 1989 by the closure of rural 
stations. This leads to a significant warming bias. The coverage is very sparse over the continents 
of South America, Africa and Antarctica.  
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The GISS index utilizes a faulty algorithm to adjust the raw data for the urban heat island effect. It 
compares the temperature trends of urban stations to nearby rural stations to determine the urban 
warming effect. However, the rural stations can be located in towns of up to 150,000 people, which 
also have a strong warming effect. Rural stations are often located at the outskirts of expanding 
cities which cause a large warming trend as city development approaches the station. Instead of 
reducing the warming trend, the GISS urban adjustment actually increases the warming trend at 
45% of the urban stations where adjustments are made. Standards for land stations are not 
enforced, and many are located in very unsuitable locations. Some stations are located next to 
heat sources like air conditioner exhausts, next to buildings and parking lots. Volunteers have 
surveyed over 530 stations in the USA as recorded at www.surfacestations.org  and found that 
only 13% are in suitable locations. The survey finds that 69% of the stations are located within 10 
metres of an artificial heat source. 
 
Most sea temperature readings are from the major shipping lanes, and there is minimal coverage 
of the southern oceans and the Arctic Ocean. The quality control of sea temperature readings is 
even worse than that of land stations. Measurements are taken from wood or metal buckets drawn 
from the sea. Readings from the buckets are taken on the ship deck, near the hot funnels, or 
inside the cabins. These details are usually not recorded. 
 
In contrast to the problems with surface data, the satellites provide almost global coverage, 
continually since December 1978. The satellite readings are calibrated to radiosonde 
measurements. Since 2002 the analysis utilizes satellites that are equipped with station keeping 
capabilities and do not drift. John Christy of UAH reports that these satellites show “terrific 
agreement”. 
 
For these reasons, we believe that the satellite measurements are more representative of the 
global temperatures than the surface measurements. The falling global temperatures falsify the 
IPCC predictions. 
 

 
Ken Gregory 
Director 
Friends of Science 
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DONATIONS 

 
We are very proud of the work we’ve done so far, but we still have a long way to go in our efforts 
to impact public opinion on the climate change issue. Our concern is that public opinion has 
suffered from political manoeuvring and biased focus groups. We should not be wasting valuable 
resources on a hypothetical problem when we have many real problems that need addressing: 
better educational system, more money for health care, better infrastructure, better equipped 
military, etc. 
  
We have developed plans for the upcoming year, to emphasize the fact that CO2 and greenhouse 
gas emissions have only a minor influence on climate change.  We are therefore asking our 
members for their financial support, which is badly needed to finance future programs. Potential 
contributors are urged to call FoS director Chuck Simpson (403-345-9512) to discuss their 
priorities with respect to fund allocation, proposed projects etc.   
 
Donations made directly to Friends of Science will provide us with funds for administrative 
expenses which are sorely needed in order to back up our volunteer work force.  
 
Friends of Science at P.O. Box 23167,  
        Connaught P.O. 
                                     Calgary AB    T2S 3B1  
E-mail contact@friendsofscience.org         Web   www.friendsofscience.org 

 
 
 


